The Gold Coast City Council has recently placed new traffic signs in areas around our school. For the safety of our school community, please take a moment to read the following recommendations from the HRSS P & C Association.

**USING THE SCHOOL’S ‘KISS N GO’ DROP OFF AND PICK UP ZONE**

The Kiss n Go is a designated drop off and pick up zone accessible by vehicles, to be used before and after school. Students are required to safely and promptly exit and enter vehicles, without assistance, when using this zone. If your child regularly requires accompaniment to or from the classroom at these times, then the Kiss n Go zone would not be a suitable option for you. Parking is available in the car park at the north side of the school and in the surrounding streets. The pedestrian crossing located at the front of our school is supervised by a crossing supervisor between the hours of 8:00am – 9:00am and 2:50pm – 3:20pm on school days.

Please follow these guidelines when using the Kiss n Go to allow it to flow safely and effectively.

- **Cars are not to be left unattended and parked in the Kiss n Go before 9:00am and after 2:00pm.**

- Please do not park bumper to bumper through the entrance to the Kiss n Go. This area is to remain clear at all times to allow space for pedestrians to cross the footpath.

- When dropping off and picking up please ensure your car pulls into the furthest parking space alongside the yellow lines on the footpath.

- Children are to promptly get in and out of the car on the footpath side.

- If you are an early arrival at pick up time, then ensure your child/children are prompt at getting to the Kiss n Go. Staying parked whilst waiting for your family to arrive is unfair to others and causes congestion on the road at the Kiss n Go entrance.

- At pick up time children are to wait safely behind the yellow line and are not to step across this line until your car has stopped. **Drivers are to keep moving forward and not leave a parking space in front.** Children are expected to walk up to where their car has stopped rather than be picked up exactly where they are standing.

- Please display your Kiss n Go surname card on the visor of your car to assist the Kiss n Go supervisors in preparing you child/children for pick up. (Contact the school office if you require a surname card for your car visor).

- Please be aware of the NO RIGHT TURN sign when exiting the Kiss n Go on to Reserve Rd.

- Please turn left at the Kiss n Go exit and drive to the roundabout, as attempting to make an illegal right turn also delays the flow of traffic in the Kiss n Go.

- The Kiss n Go is supervised after school until 3:20pm.
The supervised pedestrian crossing hours are between 8:00am – 9:00am and 2:50pm – 3:20pm.

Please do not stop on a school crossing and/or drive over the crossing whilst the crossing supervisor or any pedestrian is on the crossing.

Please do not park on the yellow lines directly before and after the pedestrian crossing. This hinders the visibility of the crossing supervisor and compromises the safety of the crossing supervisor and our students.

Slow Down

Please be aware of the GIVE WAY and LEFT ONLY sign when exiting the Bus Zone on to Reserve Rd.

A section of the bus zone is a 2 minute only loading zone between the hours of 8:00am – 9:00am and 2:00pm – 3:30pm to allow for passenger drop off and pick up.

Please remain in your vehicle and do not leave it unattended or parked in the bus zone. By parking illegally in this bus zone you will risk being booked by the local authorities.

Please remember that on the roads and footpaths outside the boundary of our HRSS safe school, many students are unsupervised by an adult whilst commuting to and from school.

It would be wonderful if parents could be cautious at all times whilst driving in the school zone and surrounding streets to help continue the safety of our students.

Thank you to all of our drivers and pedestrians who set a safe and courteous example to others by doing the right thing.